3D Special-Cushion

INNOVATIONS FOR LIFE

SpaceSit® AIRMOTION 6.0

INTEXSOL stands for high-tech functional textiles. We make
your life easier, safer, better and more comfortable with our
innovative 3D AirMesh premium products.

3D SpecialCushion

Our products are produced and developed with great care
and precision in Germany. They are tailored to meet the
particular needs of our customers.

Optimal pressure distribution
and unique natural climate control
through innovative 3D AirMesh-Technology.

We want to improve the quality of people’s lives, whether for
their daily routines or free time, and increase their ability to
perform and their feeling of well-being.

Color: Black

width X depth x
height in cm

Weight Size
in kg

3XS

36 x 41 x 6.0

0,822

2XS

38 x 43 x 6.0

0,852

XS

41 x 43 x 6.0

0,852

S

43 x 43 x 6.0

1,010

M

43 x 48 x 6.0

1,100

L

48 x 51 x 6.0

1,130

XL

48 x 43 x 6.0

1,110

2XL

48 x 46 x 6.0

1,160

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
AIRMOTION 6.0
Reference Foam/Mesh

MICROKLIMA CLASS
H = High moisture transport
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Available
Sizes

[56,38% rF]

HMV
applied

PRODUCT!

AIRMOTION 6.0

There’s only one thing on our minds:

anti-decubitus-system

BRAND
NEW

What makes SpaceSit®
so UNIQUE?

HIGH-DISTANCE
TECHNOLOGY

®
What CAN SpaceSit
do for you?
Release

High-distance means that 3D AirMesh of a thickness of more than
20 millimeters is finished by a
patented process, which can
only be achieved by a few
machines worldwide. Our high
quality 3D cushions are made
from this exclusive material.

3D

Innovative

Fresh air
Warm moist air
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Standard cushions are no match: produced using stateof-the-art findings, SpaceSit® 3D cushions can extend
the sitting comfort many times over in comparison with
normal cushioning as these high-tech cushions comprise
thousands of flexible and bouncy microfibers.

Optimal Absorption

Now there’s a solution to these problems: 3D
Special-Cushion cushions with 3D AirMesh
technology. They are different to everything
you know. Thanks to the shock absorbing
system with climate control, this innovation:

provides unique pressure relief
optimally cushions and supports
prevents the build-up of moisture
and warmth
guarantees a good grip
is hygienic
is easy to care for

Natural Climate Control
Basically, 3D AirMesh is air surrounded by microfibers.
This cushion of air allows the skin to breath better
and directs excess heat and perspiration away from
the body. In addition, pressure on the mat pumps out
warm moist air and fresh air is sucked in when the
pressure is removed. This ventilation effect reduces
perspiration and the improved sitting climate imparts a
pleasant dry and healthy feeling, which you soon won’t
be able to do without.

is extremely versatile.
An innovation that noticeably improves the
sitting comfort of available cushioning in an
easy way.

SpaceSit® 3D Special-Cushion | anti-decubitus system >>

How does SpaceSit® WORK?

People who sit or have to sit for a long time know
the problems of normal cushions. They are
hard, uncomfortable and the built-up warmth
and moisture feels unpleasant.

Only floating could be better! SpaceSit® is like sitting
on an air bed as it molds itself to the contours of your
body and spreads your body weight evenly over its
entire area. The excellent memory of the microfibers
means that they right themselves quick as a flash every
time the body weight shifts and provide accurate pressure
relief in every sitting position. Circulation is improved
which in turn facilitates relaxed sitting for extended
periods of time without fatigue.

Anti-slip Feature
A special point coating on the
underside ensures a stable
footing and a good grip on all
smooth surfaces.

Premium HYGIENE
3D AirMesh consists of only
one high-tech polyester which
repels moisture and dirt and is
antibacterial, mold-resistant and
odorless. As a result, SpaceSit®
is especially suitable for people
with allergies.

A Clean Solution
SpaceSit® is free of chemical
additives, is machine washable,
dries quickly and can be used
again and again. For extra skin
compatibility and environmental
friendliness.
The cleanest seat ever!

